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ABSTRACT 

 
Online transactions have been growing exponentially in the last decade, contributing to up to              
11% of total retail sales. One of the parameters of success in online transactions are online                
reviews where customers have the chance to assign level of satisfaction regarding their             
purchase. This review system acts as a bargaining power for customers so that their              
suppliers pay more attention to their satisfaction, as well as benchmark for future prospective              
customers. This research digs into what actually causes customers to assign high level of              
satisfaction in their online purchase experience: Whether it is packaging, delivery time or             
else. This research also tries to dig into customer behaviour related to online reviews from               
three different perspectives: gender, culture and economic structure. Data mining          
methodology is used to collect and analyse the data, thus providing a reliable quantitative              
study. The end result of this study is expected to assist in marketing decisions to capture                
certain types of consumers who significantly place or purchasing decision based on online             
reviews. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Significance of online review   

Online reviews places a significant role in today’s era as e-commerce contributes a             

significant portion to the whole retail industry. The numbers of consumers using the Internet              

to shop for goods and services still grows despite the slow penetration of Internet users               

(Perea et al., 2004). According to 2002 data alone (Gfk Group, 2002), 59 million Europeans               

shop regularly via the internet. It estimated that online sales will exceed 36 billion USD in the                 

US alone. It grew annually by 20.9 percent to reach 81 billion USD in 2006. That forecast                 

years later is confirmed by data from Legatt, 2013 which reported global online sales had               

reached 1 trillion USD.  

1.2. Online review relations to sales 
Considering the significant role of e-commerce in the retail industry, online review as a              

determinant in purchasing decision gains importance. It becomes highly imperative how           

certain reviews affect sales in an e-commerce transaction. While a previous study by Duan              

successfully proved that a high rating does not always contribute to higher sales, the number               

of online reviews are significantly parallel to sales (Duan, 2008).  

 

However, another study finds that while consumers who are already familiar with the firm              

they are about to buy for are less prone to negative Word of Mouth (online review),                

consumers who base their purchasing decisions on price are still largely affected            

(Chatterjee, 2001). This showcases that high ratings in online review still plays a significant              

factor to boost sales for this segment of consumers. Online reviews also reduce uncertainty              

& decrease transaction cost of online transactions as long as there is quality information              

embedded on it for consumers to respond to (Hu, 2008).  

1.3. Online shopping behaviour 
Cultural and demographic differences are important indicators for those who shop online. It             

influences technology & development process which is a requirement for an e-commerce to             

succeed (Ein-Dor et al., 1993). The most distinctive cultures that we are going to use as a                 

study case in this research are the United Kingdom and China, the so called eastern &                
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western culture. Amazon UK (www.amazon.co.uk) and JD (www.jd.com) are two two most            

well-known e-commerce platforms in each of their respective regions. These two online            

platforms are chosen to distinguish geographical & cultural parameters in our research. We             

would like to see what differences they might have on factors that define low rating and high                 

rating from the perspective of those two cultures and economic structures. China with lower              

GDP per capita than the UK, might have different customer behaviour in term of how               

customers spend their money. 

 

Differences in perceptual & judgement process between men & women are widely            

acknowledged by psychologists (Venkatesh et al., 2000). Women, for example, are more            

likely to find greater satisfaction in shopping due to its recent egalitarian trends in developed               

nations (Alreck & Settle, 2001). Men, on the other hand, finds online shopping more              

appealing than women. They have larger number of users that purchase online too (Otnes &               

McGrath, 2001). To differentiate our data collection based on gender, shoes are chosen as              

the product that we will focus with the corresponding e-commerce platform. It is chosen as               

the medium since it clearly depicts gender-specific product; women shoes or men shoes.             

The ubiquitousness of the product is also one of the main reason aside from the presence of                 

a prominent brand, such as Nike. The prominent brand is used to make the data comparable                

& unbiased between the parameters compared.   

1.4. Sustainability 

Oxford English Dictionary defines sustainable as “capable of being upheld & maintainable”.            

While it defines sustain as “to keep a person, community etc. from failing or giving way; to                 

keep in being, to maintain at the proper level; to support life in; to support life, nature etc.                  

with needs.”. United Nations in 1987 defined sustainability as “meeting the needs of the              

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.  

 

Environmental effects derive from electronic commerce (e-commerce) may derive from a           

number of factors, such as increase use of information technology, redesign or additional             

use of packaging, the physical distribution of items or logistics related activities like             

transportation and warehousing. Environmental impact of transportation activities have both          

negative and positive impact from a Business to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce. While it             

contributed to inefficient deliveries (overnight deliveries and special treatment like chilled           

products), it reduces CO2 emission from the minimal travel savings from multi-trip required in              

offline channel. Same thing is valid for warehousing; while large warehouses utilized by large              
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e-commerce vendors cut emission, large number of small deliveries and returns lead to             

additional complexity. In packaging, additional cardboard utilized for last mile delivery           

contributes a negative effect. While the replacement of physical products (such as music             

CD) reduces environmental effect. That paradox being said, there has been some initiatives             

within the B2C industry such as use of electronic vehicles or hybrid for home deliveries or                

the use or more recent / less polluting vehicles (Mangiaracina et al., 2015).  

1.5. Research Question 
This paper aims to distill how customer behaves differently based on behavioural theories.             

The paper aims to answer the following research question: What does online review says on               

customer behaviour in United Kingdom & China based on gender, culture and economic             

structure? 

1.6. Purpose 

This research is targeted to those seeking to capture typical customer segment who largely              

base their purchasing decision on price, specifically on shoes in two different markets             

(United Kingdom and China). These types of customers are known to be more sensitive to               

negative Word of Mouth (online review). This research will break down what factors (delivery              

time, packaging, etc.) to focus and improve on in order to capture this segment of               

customers.  

1.7. Scope & limitations 
The data analyzed in this research are those publicly available collected by web scraping              

tool. Since there is no access to internal data of both the e-commerce platform (Amazon UK                

and JD), some assumptions are made in regards of the parameters used (gender &              

location). Online reviews collected from Amazon UK are regarded as the UK market and              

those collected from JD are regarded as the Chinese market, even in reality some              

transactions might be made from non-local buyers (users abroad). The same applies for             

gender; online reviews of men shoes are regarded as male buyers and online reviews of               

women shoes are regarded as women buyers, even though some cross gender transactions             

might occur. For example, a buyer purchases the product for their spouse and posted their               

online transaction for the purchase.  
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This research is exploratory in nature. Interesting results that come up from the method              

might be used to assist in marketing decision. 

 

    

 

 

2. Literature Review     

2. 1. Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) & marketplace       

(electronic market) 

Electronic commerce includes any form of economic activity conducted via electronic           

connections. Typical, although not limiting, fields of application are within finance, insurance,            

tourism, customer services, and product distribution (Wigand, 1997). 

 

Markets are places of exchange where supply and demand meet. It consists of goal seeking               

firm, government or individuals who produce or purchase commodities. Thus goods or            

services exchange takes place. Electronic markets are one selected institutional or technical            

platform for electronic commerce (Wigand, 1997). Amazon, Taobao, JD, Alibaba, Etsy, etc.            

fall into this category. 

 

Table 1. Electronic marketplace definitions 

Author and paper Term Definition 

Malone (Malone et   

al., 1987, p. 10) 

Electronic 

markets 

“electronically connect many different buyers and      

sellers through a central database” 

Grieger (Grieger  

2003, p. 292) 

Electronic 

marketplaces 

“the unique feature of an electronic market is that it          

brings multiple buyers and sellers together (in a        

virtual sense) in one central market place. If it also          

enables them to buy and sell from each other at a           

dynamic price which is determined in accordance       
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with the rules of the exchange, it is called an          

electronic exchange; otherwise, it is called a portal.” 

Gulledge 

(Gulledge, 2002, p.   

48) 

E-marketplace

s/exchange 

“A marketplace is a virtual location for buyers and         

sellers to meet to execute a commercial       

transaction. The exchange could be public (open       

and neutral) or private (a dedicated supply chain). A         

hub is a more specialized concept, providing       

document exchange among organizations.” 

Dai and Kauffman   

(Dai and Kauffman   

2000, p. 5) 

B2B electronic  

exchanges/ 

e-markets 

“B2B electronic exchanges that emphasize liquidity      

are suitable for commodity markets, while channel       

coordination is more important where there are       

limited numbers of buyers and sellers.” 

Grewal et al.   

(Grewal et al.,   

2001, p. 18) 

 

Electronic 

markets 

“Internet-based business-to-business electronic   

markets represent an inter-organisational    

information system that facilitates electronic     

interactions among multiple buyers and sellers.” 

 

 

2.2. Word of Mouth to Online Review 

Word of Mouth (WOM) communication is “oral, person-to-person communication between a           

receiver and a communicator whom the receiver perceives as noncommercial, regarding a            

brand, a product, a service or a provider” (Arndt, 1967, p. 292). In the emergence of the                 

digital era, communication finds a new medium for exchange, which is the internet.             

Information is no longer a commodity that is controlled by a handful of people nor               

organization. Information technology advancement has drastically transformed how        

information is exchanged. Everyone has access to share and create their own thoughts with              

billions of others. This has transcended the limitations of word-of-mouth (Duan et al., 2008).              

This Word of Mouth plays a factor in decision making in online purchases.  
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Figure 1: Online WOM Information Effects (Chatterjee, 2001) 

 

Customers who are about to conduct an online purchase usually follows certain stages.             

Stages involved before an online order is placed starts with relevant products search, price              

comparison and evaluation of product quality (Hu et al., 2008). This is where Word of Mouth                

plays its role; decision making related to product selections. They utilize WOM to obtain              

recommendations in order to reduce uncertainty to finally make a decision (Olshavsky and             

Granbois, 1979). Prospective customers gain an advantage by scaling the availability of            

other consumers’ evaluations which assist them to derive the final decision. These            

evaluations exist in the various forms that differs in term of accessibility, scope, and source               

(Chatterjee, 2001). 

 

One specific differentiation of traditional WOM and eWOM is that consumers seek to             

become part of a virtual community through their articulations. The thing that motivates them              

to belong in this online community is the opportunity for social integration and the chance to                

identify themselves with others (McWilliam, 2000). 

 

A previous study by Chen empirically investigated the impacts of both online reviews and              

recommendation on books in Amazon.com. While recommendations are positively         

associated with sales, ratings are not. Recommendations are also more important for less             

popular books (Chen et al., 2004). 

 

Contrary to popular belief, high rating contributed by positive online review does not             

correlate in parallel to sales (Duan, 2008). However, a positive online review is still              

imperative for a specific segment of customers who have no patronage; their purchasing             

decision is solely based on price instead of a specific vendor (Chatterjee, 2001). Those              

segments of customers are more sensitive toward negative online reviews. It was also found              
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that average rating declines over time & early customer reviews are biased due to              

self-selection effect (Li and Hitt, 2008). 

2.3. Customer Dissatisfaction (CD) to Customer Complaint       

Behaviour (CCB) 

Customer Complaint Behaviour can be viewed from a multidimensional perspective. The           

four dimensions of CCB construct are: 

1. Exit action (switching to other services/ good provider) 

2. Negative Word of Mouth action (post negative review, talk about the bad experience             

to friends, etc.) 

3. Voice action (complain to seller/manufacturer) 

4. Third party action (complain to consumers union, Office of Consumer Affairs, etc.) 

Previous study by Duan (2008) found that exit and negative Word of Mouth behavior are               

non-linear against dissatisfaction. Its relation tends to have a threshold effect. Once            

consumers dissatisfaction reaches a certain threshold, it is more likely for them to exercise              

those actions (exit & negative WOM). When perceived dissatisfaction is low consumers are             

not motivated to exercise effort on CCB responses. In the case of medium perceptions,              

consumers are known to exercise voice CCB response. Ultimately, when dissatisfaction is            

considered high, consumers are willing to allocate time & effort for CCB response where the               

other types of responses are much likelier to happen like exit & third-party action. 

 

The study showed that in order to manage customer dissatisfaction, the consumers need to              

voice their complaints first. Factors like personality, upbringing & attitude play as factors here              

since dissatisfaction level is non-linear against complaint behavior. The dissatisfaction          

management happens by channeling that voice action to items below (Singh, 1991): 

- Create a programme in an attempt to reduce customers’ effort in voicing a complaint              

(toll-free number as implemented by General Electric) 

- Satisfy customers who make voice action (Disney approach: customer center trained           

to convey ‘family atmosphere, involve top management in dissatisfaction         

management) 

- Push the threshold of other actions (such as exit & negative Word of Mouth) higher               

by lowering customer’s effort to take voice action 
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The data gathered and analyzed in this study will help to analyze which factors contribute               

most to customers dissatisfaction in an e-commerce setting. Hypothetical factors like long            

delivery time, packaging quality or factory defects could be used extensively to train the              

company’s resources in an attempt to channel their customers’ voice action. This will bestow              

the ability to anticipate the customer’s highly anticipated complaints and the corresponding            

solutions beforehand to ensure their satisfaction. 

2.4. Online Shopping Behaviour 

2.4.1. Gender  
 
Previous study by Hofstede found that males are more likely to be early adopters in internet                

technology and its subsequent activities. This translates that they are a more active online              

shopper. Yet women are more in need of convenience offered by online shopping and              

household shopping has been their gender role behaviour (Hofstede, 1984). 

  

Females place greater emphasis on emotional and psychological experiences related to           

online shopping. While benefits of online shopping facilitates women to shop online, it lacks              

of social and emotional factors Thus instant feedback on products may improve women’s             

overall online social experience in shopping online (Dittmar et al., 2004). Fang and Miao’s              

study on the effect of electronic word-of-mouth on consumer purchase intention also showed             

that the purchasing decision of female customer were more easily be affected by the eMOW               

(Fang and Miao, 2012). Hasan has performed study on 80 students (45% female and 55%               

male) who were enrolled in an electronic commerce course. They found that men shows              

more interested on online shopping on all the three attitudinal components (cognitive,            

affective, and behavioral) than women, especially on cognitive attitude (Hasan 2010).           

However, some other research show different result. After Hernández et.al made 2,615            

telephone calls and 225 interviews to study about the influences of age, gender and income               

to the customer behavior of online shopping, no significant difference was found on the              

number of customers between men and women (Hernández 2011). Similar results were also             

observed from Pascual-Miguel et.al.’s research (Pascual-Miguel et.al 2015). In the attempt           

to enhance females’ likeability of online shopping, businesses can utilize forums, chat rooms             

or incentives to share their experience to enhance social and interpersonal experience (Zhou             

et al., 2007). Women are also more involved psychologically and emotionally in shopping             

than men (Dittmar & Drury, 2000). This might denote that they are more likely to be affected                 
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by factors that affect emotion such as neatness of packaging or more focus on the product’s                

looks/appearance. Women see associate shopping as leisure while men see it as work that              

they need to accomplish; the lesser time and effort required the better. Men are motivated by                

functional factors while women are motivated by emotional and social factors (Campbell,            

2000).  

 

2.4.2. Culture 

    

While there are many different definitions of culture, the definition used in this research is               

“the mental programming-software of the mind” (Hofstede, 1991, p. 3). The culture here             

refers to national culture which is the collective culture of a country. He also summarized four                

dimensions of culture, two of them are related to online shopping: Individualism vs             

Collectivism (relations between individual & his family / friends) and Masculinity vs Femininity             

(distribution of roles among genders). 

 

Both United Kingdom and China are considered masculine culture according to Hofstede’s            

masculinity indices. Both have the exact same masculinity coefficient of 0.86 (Hofstede,            

1984). That should mean that both culture have distinct gender roles where there are              

stereotypical sex, role, work task & age distinctions. Its society is also more likely to use                

online technology heavily, in this sense online purchases (Markus & Gould, 2000). 

 

It is widely acknowledged that culture influences buying behaviour. More traditional countries            

have latent cultural values which manifest when it modernizes. Example for this is parents              

who play more important role in collectivistic culture than individualistic culture (Hofstede,            

1998). 

 

Table Collectivistic vs Individualistic Culture 

Collectivistic Individualistic 

Belonging to group membership & value its 
welfare (Triandis, 2018) 

Autonomous & place higher value on 
individual interests (Shweder, 1990)  

Social responsibilities viewed in moral 
terms (Miler, Bersoff, & Harwood, 1990) 

Social responsibilities viewed as personal 
choice (Miler, Bersoff, & Harwood, 1990) 

Group goals are priority (Triandis, 1994) Personal goals take priority over group 
goals (Triandis, 1994) 
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Members of inner & outer circle have 
different roles in decision making (Hofstede, 
1998) 

Decision making is individual activity 
(Hofstede, 1998) 

 

British youngsters tend to be more collectivistic; they are more careful in making purchasing              

decision by consulting to others. While Chinese youngsters tend to make their own decision              

by themselves (Su & Adams, 2005). However, in both societies they still retain both              

characteristics albeit not the dominant one (Triandis, 1994). 

 

The way that customers express their rage are also influenced by culture difference. During              

the study about the customer rage from eastern and western perspectives, Paul G.             

Patterson and his co-workers investigated 982 frontline service customers from Western           

(Australia and U.S.) and Eastern (China and Thailand) countries. They found that compared             

with the customer from eastern countries, western customers are more likely to express their              

rage and dissatisfaction easily and verbally. However, the customer from eastern countries            

are usually slow anger, don't express their negative expression at the beginning stage of              

their rage accumulation (Patterson et. al 2016).  

 

Ng and Lee deeply studied and conclude the influence of culture on consumer behaviors in               

their book (Ng and Lee 2015). They mentioned that consumers from eastern culture values              

less on positive effects but more on negative effects than consumers from western culture              

(page 84).     

2.4.3. Economic Structure 

According to World Bank, United Kingdom has a Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita              

of 43,877 USD in 2017. China has a lower income per capita of 16,807 USD on the same                  

year which is significantly lower than UK. 

 

Malhotra, in his study assesses service quality or quality in general into 10 dimensions:              

reliability, access, understanding of the customer, responsiveness, competence, courtesy,         

communication, credibility, security and tangibles. He tried to link credibility, courtesy,           

communication & competence with Hofstede’s cultural dimensions of power distance (how           

far society honours unequal distribution of power in institution) and individualism /            

collectivism (as described in 2.4.2.). Small power distance & individualism are correlated to             

greater national wealth, while high power distance & collectivism are correlated to low             
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national wealth. He associated the rest of the other dimensions with Maslow’s hierarchy of              

needs (in sequential order): physiological needs, safety needs, belonging & love, esteem            

needs and self actualization needs. While those in lower income countries still struggle to fill               

their lower level needs (physiological & safety), those in higher income countries focus more              

on the higher level of needs.  

 

In term of marketing services in higher income countries, one should expect higher customer              

expectations and lower tolerance for ineffective services. While on the other hand,            

customers in lower income countries tend to have higher tolerance levels and lower quality              

expectations. Technology adoption in lower income countries are generally lower than that of             

higher income countries due to lower financial & technological affluence. Even if the service              

technology is available and adopted, consumers in lower income countries place high-tech            

component secondary to human component / interaction (Malhotra, 1994). 

 

The summary of Malhotra’s study can be summarized below: 

Lower Income Country  Higher Income Country  

Lower economic affluence Higher economic affluence 

High power distance Small power distance 

Collectivistic Individualistic 

Lower hierarchy of needs Higher hierarchy of needs 

Lower customer expectation Higher customer expectation 

Higher tolerance of inefficiency Lower tolerance of inefficiency 

Low technology adoption High technology adoption 

Human interaction is primary High-tech component is primary 

 

Table 1 . Summary of Malhotra’s study on the behaviour of customers from different              

economic structures  
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3. Methodology  
Case study is used as the research method in the thesis. Case study can be explained as                 
deep and intensive research on individual or multiple case. The target of case study can be                
a person, a group or a unit. According to Collis & Hussey (2003), case study is often used                  
when there are few theories about the phenomena, or if there is inadequate knowledge              
about the topic and it is used to describe a unique topic. It is also most applicable for                  
subjects which boundaries are not clearly understood and few have studied them before             
(Saunders et al., 2009).  
 
In collecting the data, we use data that are publicly available on the web which are online                 
reviews made by online buyers. This is one of the limitation of the research in that we do not                   
have direct access to database from each e-commerce vendor (Amazon UK & JD). That              
being said, shoes as a product that can classify customer genders are chosen as the               
research medium to perform customer behavior analysis to differentiate on gender, our            
assumption is that most of the online reviews of men shoes are regarded as male buyers                
and online reviews of women shoes are regarded as women buyers. Useful information can              
be extracted from the online reviews are the comments, rating, the purchased products and              
date of comments.  
 
We base this research on data (online reviews) collected from Amazon UK            
(www.amazon.co.uk) and JD / 京东 (www.jd.com). Because both platforms are chosen to            
enable differentiation based on geography (UK & China) and culture (eastern & western)             
parameter. Difference lies within the nature of the platform, Amazon is naturally a B2B2C              
platform (they also act as seller in their own platform) while JD is a pure B2B (they do not                   
directly sell to customers). Therefore in Amazon we filter the online reviews from direct sales               
from Amazon only (Amazon as the supplier), while we utilize official Nike store in JD for                
comparative study. Specific shoe brand, which is Nike, is also narrowed down considering its              
ubiquitousness in both platforms to provide standardized comparative study between          
parameters involved (gender, culture and economic structure). 
 
Our data are online reviews from the customers who already bought the products. The              
software we are using to extract useful information from these e-commerce platforms is             
called Octopus which is one of the web crawlers that are widely used for big data analysis of                  
text.  
 
Web crawlers are computer programs or so called internet robots that created for exploring              
the internet and collecting the information automatically. (Kobayashi et.al; 2000) Most           
common web crawlers are used by the search engineer to collection information through the              
whole internet to create their index content. Some others may be designed for specific              
reason for data collection or test applications (Castillo 2005). At the beginning the list of               
URLs needs to be given to the Web crawler. And then the visiting strategy should also be                 
decided first. After these the web crawler will visit those webpage one by one and collected                
the information we want. Generally, the web crawlers are just designed to repeatedly go              
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through the webpage like what we did and save the information. (Mirtaheri et.al., 2013) The               
program of web crawler can be written by different programming language for instant python              
PHP，JAVA，C++ ect. There are also web crawlers softwares that don’t need any            
programming knowledge. The web crawlers software Octopus is this kind of web crawler.             
This predesigned software has clearly and easy interface where the operators can input the              
URLs and design the visiting strategy by clicking on the contents on the first webpage they                
visit. After that the web crawlers will repeat the operations until all the URLs were visited and                 
all useful information will be collected and exported into a report.  

 
The architecture of a web crawler. (From Patil al. 2016) 

 
 
Those data collected by Octopus then re-analyzed by a text analysis software “Voyant”             
(example shown in figure 1). The analysis results were given as figures of word clouds and                
word connections. The size of the word in word clouds resembles the frequency of the words                
likability to be cited in the comments. The bigger the word, the higher the frequency it is cited                  
in the online reviews. 

 
Figure 1. Word cloud of Nike men shoes online reviews from Amazon.co.uk  
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Automatic word filtering is used to remove unrelated information from subjugative or            
conjunction words like I, you, etc. Some words are manually removed as well, like: Nike,               
shoe, pair, just, buy, etc. Figure 2.a. depicts a post-cleansing diagram. Figure 2.b. shows              
word relation which is generated automatically by the system by choosing the key word.              
Manual editing was also in place to remove some unrelated words. 
 

 
                          (a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 2. Word cloud of comments of Nike men shoes from Amazon.co.uk after cleansing (a) 
and key word connection (b) 
 

4. Finding and analysis 

4.1 Amazon online reviews data mining & analysis 
Number of online reviews that have Amazon.co.uk as its supplier is depicted in table 2.  
It comprises of 357 different SKUs (Stock Keeping Unit: distinct type of item for sale, such as                 
a product or service, and all attributes associated with the item type that distinguish it from                
other item types) of men shoes and 718 different SKUs for women shoes. Out of those 357                 
SKUs, we narrowed it down to 26 SKUs for men shoes and 20 SKUs for women shoes. We                  
base this filter based on requirement that each SKU has to have minimal 10 online reviews                
to prevent individual bias. 
 
Even though total number of SKU for women shoes in Amazon.co.uk is almost twice as               
those of men’s, total number of SKUs for men shoes that have more than 10 online reviews                 
are bigger; 26 SKUs (7.3%) as opposed to 20 SKUs (2.8%). 
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Table 2. Sample description of Amazon UK 
 
Each online review has a rating associated with it, ranging from 5 star as best to 1 star as                   
worst. Figure 2 depicts online reviews rating distribution which is quite similar between both              
gender. For men shoes, five star rating constitutes as the majority which is 74%. High               
satisfaction rating (4 and 5 star) alone together constitutes 87 % of the whole ratings while                
low satisfaction rating (1 and 2 star) are only 8%.  
 
For women shoes five stars ratings are the majority, which is 74%. High satisfaction rating (4                
and 5 star) alone constitutes 87% of the total. Low satisfaction rating (1 and 2 star)                
constitutes 7% of the total.  
 
 

 
               Men shoes                                                        Women shoes 
 
Figure 2. Rating distribution of online reviews on Amazon UK 

4.1.2. Amazon Low Rating Analysis 
 
Low rating analysis provides insight that is valuable to capture customers who base their              
purchasing decision on price as they are more likely to dig into negative comments. It can                
also serve as suggesting ways of improvement for that seller. These low rating online              
reviews were analyzed by the online text analysis tool Voyant and the results are displayed               
in figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Keys words of the low rating online reviews (1 and 2 stars) on Nike men shoes 
from Amazon UK 
 
As mentioned in methodology part, the word clouds need to be filtered manually by removing               
the words containing unrelated information. After cleansing, the word cloud which were            
focused on negative comments are shown in figure 4a. A figure of words connection can be                
generated by choosing the key words, an example was shown in figure 4b. 
 
Apparently, the low rating and criticizing of the Nike men shoes sold by Amazon.co.uk              
focuses on size, materials and quality. Some extra information can be extracted by the word               
connection in figure 3b. Customers complained that the size is smaller than their expectation              
or the standard sizing and the leather of Nike Air Max is fake or fraudulent. Some also refer                  
to the quality problems of the glue.  

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

 
Figure 3. Keys words of the low rating comments (1 and 2 stars) on Nike men shoes from 
Amazon UK after cleansing and the keywords correlation. 
 
The cleansed word cloud on low rate online reviews of Nike women shoes from              
Amazon.co.uk are shown in figure 4a and the connection of key words in figure 4b. 11% of                 
the low rating comments mentioned “look”. “Good” surprisingly appears frequently in the low             
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rating comments. However, there is a strong word correlation between good and not which              
translates into the opposite. Manual verification conducted after confirms that correlation. 
 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

 
Figure 4. Keys words of the low rate comments (1 and 2 stars) on Nike women shoes from 
Amazon UK after purification and the keywords correlation. 
 

4.1.2. Amazon High Rating Analysis 
 
 
High rating online review of Nike men shoes are also analyzed by the text analysis tool. The                 
word cloud after cleansing is shown in figure 5.  
 
Comfortable was mentioned most frequently in the high rating comments (27%, 152 of 566).              
There are also 5% (28 of 566) of the comments mentioned about look, which referred to                
good and great from the connection analysis. The comments on price are mostly related to               
“price and quality fit” 
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(a)                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 5. Keys words of the high rating online reviews (4 and 5 stars) on Nike men shoes                  
from Amazon UK after cleansing and the keywords correlation 
 
The comments from customers who gave high rating to the Nike women shoes they bought               
from amazon.co.uk were also analyzed. The word cloud after cleansing is shown as figure 6.               
10 % of the positive comments mentioned about look, same as men shoes it shows strong                
connection with words good and great. 
 
 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 6. Keys words of the high rating comments (4 and 5 stars) on Nike women shoes 
from Amazon UK after purification and the keywords correlation. 

 
 

4.2 Mining and analysis of comments from JD 
The chinese online commercial platform JingDong (JD) is used to extract data from Chinese              
market. Unlike Amazon, JD categorizes as a pure B2B which means that they do not sell                
directly to the customers in their platform. Therefore, the filtering is based on online reviews               
of Nike official store on the platform. 
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Number of Nike products (SKUs) listed on JD is significantly lower compared to Amazon UK.               
Official Nike store only lists recent models of their products. However, total online reviews              
are much larger which can be attributed to bigger market size. We narrowed it down to                
online reviews made from purchases occuring in 2018 only to make it comparable to that of                
Amazon UK. 
 
The products information of selected seller on JD is given in table 3. The seller has 38                 
products for men shoes and 45 products for women shoes, which are only 1/10 and 1/15 of                 
the number on Amazon.co.uk. The number of products with more than 10 comments are 16               
with total 1659 online reviews for men shoes and 21 with 1946 online reviews for women                
shoes.  
 
The number of women shoes product from JD nike store is similar as the number of men                 
shoes, the concentration of the online reviews are also similar within the range 42%- 45%.               
Significant difference on the product SKUs and online reviews count between men and             
women shoes on Amazon.co.uk is not found on official Nike store in JD. 
 

 
Table 3. Sample description of JD 

 
The distribution of rating for both men and women shoes from Nike store on JD is shown in                  
figure 7. Similar as the rating distribution of men shoes from Amazon, 5 star ratings are the                 
majority of the whole ratings, which is 92.6% of the total rating. High satisfaction rating ( 4                 
and 5 stars) together comprises 95 % of the whole ratings. Low satisfaction ratings (1 and 2                 
stars) are only 3.7%. 
 
For women shoes, the 93% of the customers gave high rating. The low rating online reviews                
only took 4% of the total comments. These numbers are quite similar as the statistic               
numbers of men shoes from JD. 
 
Similar as customer who bought Nike shoes from Amazon.co.uk, there are no huge             
difference on the rating distribution of the comments from both male and female customers              
from JD nike store. Only slightly higher ratio of 5 stars comments were observed on the men                 
shoes products.  
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     Men shoes                                                        Women shoes 

 
Figure 7. The rating of men and women shoes of Nike on JD 
 
Due to the language recognizing problem, the online text analysis tool that was used for the                
analysis of comments from Amazon cannot be used for the analysis of comments from JD               
which are in Chinese. There is no free text analysis tool for chinese text found for this study,                  
and same tool should be used for both of the two platform to avoid the interference from                 
software. The problem was overcome by two steps, first the chinese online reviews from JD               
were translated into English with the help of Google translation. Second, the english             
translation were introduced into Voyant to perform the text analysis. 
 

4.2.1. JD Low Rating Analysis 
 
The purified word cloud of the low rating comments on men shoes from Nike store on JD                 
were shown in figure 8. Most of the negative comments were focused on the comfortability               
and the service that the store provided. Some of them also suspect that the shoes they got                 
are fake ones. 
 

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 
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Figure 8. Keys words cloud and word connection of the low rating comments (1 and 2 stars) 
on Nike men shoes from JD nike store after purification. 
 
The purified word cloud of the low rating online reviews on women shoes from Nike store on                 
JD were shown in figure 9. Some of the negative comments of women shoes from JD                
focused on the suspicion of fake product, the appearance (23%) and the quality (defective,              
glue) of the shoes were also criticized frequently. 
 

(a)                                                                       (b) 
 
Figure 9. Keys words cloud and word connection of the low rating online reviews (1 and 2 
stars) on Nike women shoes from JD nike store after purification. 
 

4.2.2. JD High Rating Analysis 
 
The purified word cloud of the high rating online reviews on men shoes from Nike store on                 
JD were shown in figure 10. The high rating online reviews for Nike men shoes from JD are                  
more concentrated on the quality and the delivery time. 

(a)                                                                       (b) 
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Figure 10. Keys words cloud and word connection of the high rating online reviews (4 and 5 
stars) on Nike men shoes from JD nike store after purification. 
 
The purified word cloud of the high rating online reviews on women shoes from Nike store on                 
JD were shown in figure 10. 8.5% (48 of 565) of the online reviews mentioned about look,                 
which referred to good and beautiful from the connection analysis. Comfortable was            
mentioned most frequently in the high rating comments (35%, 197 of 565). Logistics             
(delivery, fast) was also mentioned very often.  
 

 
Figure 11. Keys words cloud and word connection of the high rating comments (4 and 5 
stars) on Nike women shoes from JD nike store after purification. 
 

4.3 Comparison and analysis based on the gender difference  
 
This thesis is trying to test some basic big data techniques on online customer behaviors               
analysis. The analysis were carried from two dimensions: genders and cultures. Since no             
gender information of the customers can be obtained from any of the platform. The genders               
of customers is divided automatically based on the products they bought, which is supported              
by the assumption that most of the customers shop for themselves. The customer behaviors              
analysis based on gender differences were carried within in same geography to avoid the              
influence of culture differences.  
 
As it was described in 2.4.1, previous study by Hofstede found that males are more likely to                 
be early adopters in internet technology and its subsequent activities. This translates that             
they are a more active online shopper (Hofstede, 1984). However, this was not observed in               
our study. No obvious differences of the comment numbers of Nike’s men shoes and women               
shoes can be found from neither of the two e-commercial platforms in table 2 and table 3. It                  
might be because that the e-commerce has been developed many years in both China and               
UK. Technology has been at mature stage which people have high acceptance of online              
shopping. While the study of Hofstede revealed the difference of customer behaviours at the              
early stage of the development of e-commerce. As it was mentioned previously on figure 2               
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and figure 7, The distribution of rating for both men and women products are quite similar.                
No obvious difference can be found from Amazon.co.uk. Similar as customer who bought             
nike shoes from Amazon.co.uk,there are no huge difference on the rating distribution of the              
comments from both male and female customers from JD nike store. Slightly higher ratio of 5                
stars comments were observed on the men shoes products. It could be attributed to the               
different behaviors of male and female customers on Chinese market, where the male             
customers intend to give more positive evaluation and female customers are more critical on              
the same level of products. 
 
The word clouds of comments for both men and women products were collected and listed               
together for comparison in figure 12. Apparently, the low rating and criticizing of both the               
Nike men and women shoes sold by Amazon.co.uk are focused on the size, the materials               
and the quality. The low rating comments on men shoes are more precisely than the ones of                 
women shoes. Another difference is that both the low and high rating comments on women               
shoes mentioned about “look”, which are 11% of the low rating comments and 10 % of the                 
positive comments. However, only 5% (28 of 566) of the comments of men shoes mentioned               
about look, which referred to good and great from the connection analysis. The similar              
phenomenon were also found for the comments from Nike store on JD ( figure 13). 8.5% (48                 
of 565) of the positive comments of women shoes mentioned about look, which referred to               
good and beautiful from the connection analysis. 23% of the negative comments of women              
shoes are related to appearance of the products. However, these didn’t show in neither the               
negative nor the positive comments keywords cloud for men shoes on Nike JD. The results               
of observation and comparison agreed with previous study (Dittmar & Drury, 2000;            
Campbell, 2000) which showed that compared with male customers female customers are            
easier to be influenced by factors that affect emotion such as neatness of packaging or more                
focus on the product’s looks/appearance. 
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 Figure 12. The word clouds of comments for both men and women shoes from 
Amazon.co.uk. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13. The word clouds of comments for both men and women shoes from Nike store on 
JD 
 

4.4 Comparison and analysis based on the differences of 
culture and economic structures 
 
The customers who shopped on JD nike store are tend to give more positive comments and                
evaluations than those on Amazon.co.uk. This phenomenon are more obvious for men            
shoes. This observation result from our study can be explained by previous study conducted              
by other researchers (Malhotra, 1994) that customers in lower income countries tend to have              
higher tolerance levels and lower quality expectations. However the study from Malhotra was             
performed in 1994 when China is still at the beginning of the explorated economic              
development. It might be too old to explain some of the situation in 2019. In another way, in                  
the chinese culture the way people express their feelings are not as direct as in western                
culture. People are more like to hide their real feelings and not intend to criticize others                
directly.  
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Figure 14. The rating distribution of men shoes and women shoes of Nike on Amazon UK 
and JD China 
 
The customers of men shoes from Nike store on JD were more like to use general words for                  
negative comments and more objective words in their positive comments. However the            
phenomenon are just the opposite for the customers of men shoes from Amazon.co.uk. Most              
of the positive comments from Amazon.co.uk related to personal feeling, for example            
“comfortable” was used in majority of the positive comments from Amazon.co.uk, which is             
not observed from the keywords clouds of positive comments on JD. 
 
Both the positive comments of men and women shoes from Nike store on JD mentioned               
logistics, which were not observed from Amazon.co.uk. Both Amazon and JD have their own              
logistic system. The logistic efficiency for Amazon in Europe and JD in China are similar.               
And “logistic” only appears as high frequency word in high rating comments of both men and                
women shoes on JD. This might be caused by the improvement they see when technology is                
involved in delivery services. Study shows that technology adoption is lower in lower income              
countries. China which is currently in a fast phase technology adoption might see significant              
improvement caused by sophisticated technology happening just in recent time. While for            
British consumers they might be accustomed to such speed since their inception of             
technology is pretty early. That way, it does not impress British consumers easily. In the fast                
lower income country like China, besides quality and design, efficiency is another thing that              
matters which ensure customers satisfaction.  
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 Figure 15. The word clouds of comments for men shoes from Amazon.co.uk and JD China 

 
 Figure 16. The word clouds of comments for women shoes from Amazon.co.uk and JD 
China 
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5. Conclusions 
This research aims to runs a quantitative method based on data mining technique on online               

customers behaviour analysis. Several parameters are used to comprehend different          

customer behaviour based on gender, culture and economic structure. For that reason,            

Amazon UK (www.amazon.co.uk) and JD / 京东 (www.jd.com) were chosen as the platforms             

to study to enable differentiation both on economic structure (UK & China) and culture              

(eastern & western). Shoes, specifically Nike, are used as the medium product to distinguish              

gender of the customers. We collect the data by web crawler software “Octopus” and              

analyzed them utilizing online text analysis software “Voyant”. 

 

Several interesting phenomena were discovered during the analysis and comparison. By           

comparing the comment numbers of Nike’s men shoes and women shoes from both of the               

two e-commercial platforms, it was not observed in our study that males are more active on                

online shopping than women. According to theory from Hofstede, male is more likely to be               

early adopter than female. E-commerce has been around for more than a decade, thus it is                

no longer in the early adoption phase in both regions. The technology has been at its mature                 

stage which people have high acceptance of online shopping. The distribution of one star to               

five star rating for both men and women products are quite similar on Amazon.co.uk. But on                

JD Nike store, 5 stars rating is slightly higher on the men shoes products. It could be                 

attributed to the different behaviors of male and female customers in the Chinese market,              

where male customers intend to give more positive evaluation, while female customers are             

more critical. In both platforms, online reviews on men shoes have more varying words than               

those of women’s, allowing us to understand their complains or satisfaction in a more              

precise way.  

 

Both a certain amount of the low and high rating online reviews of women shoes on                

Amazon.co.uk and JD Nike store mentioned about “look”, but only 5% of the positive online               

reviews of men shoes on Amazon.co.uk mentioned it. This attributed to women’s more             

emphasized concern on looks which affect their emotion in overall. 

 

Chinese consumers on both gender submitted high satisfaction review (5 star rating) in             

greater proportion than that of their UK counterpart. This signifies Malhotra’s study that             

consumers from lower income countries tend to have lower expectations and higher            
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tolerance towards ineffective service. In other words, it is easier to please Chinese             

consumers than British. This phenomenon are more obvious for men shoes.  

 

Both high satisfaction online reviews of men and women shoes from Nike store on JD               

mentioned logistics, fast, delivery which was not observed from Amazon.co.uk. This might            

denote that in lower income countries, like China, consumers tend to have lower             

expectations (in terms of delivery time) that affirm Malhotra’s study since delivery service             

compared to distance in both platforms actually has the same standard. This might be              

caused by the improvement they see when technology is involved in delivery services. Study              

shows that technology adoption is lower in lower income countries. China which is currently              

in a fast phase technology adoption might see significant improvement caused by            

sophisticated technology happening just in recent time. While British consumers might be            

accustomed to such speed since their inception of technology is pretty early. That way, it               

does not impress British consumers easily. This impact of technological advancement           

towards higher satisfaction level might need a research on its own, which might be room for                

future study. In the fast lower income country like China, besides quality and design,              

efficiency is another thing that matters which ensure customers satisfaction.  
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